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ABSTRACT

Binaural Cue Coding �BCC� is an e�cient representation for spatial audio that can be applied to stereo and multi�
channel audio compression� Conventional mono audio coders are enhanced with BCC for coding of stereo and multi�
channel audio signals� There is only a relatively small overhead in bitrate for encoding stereo and multi�channel audio
signals compared to the bitrate of the mono audio coder alone� The presented implementations have low complexity
and are suitable for real�time applications� Results from subjective tests suggest that the proposed scheme provides
better audio quality for encoding of stereo audio signals than conventional perceptual transform audio coders for a
wide range of bitrates�

� INTRODUCTION

Recently the concept of Binaural Cue Coding �BCC was
introduced ���� As shown in Fig� �	 a BCC encoder �type
II in �
�� converts a multi�channel audio signal into a
mono audio signal plus a low bitrate BCC bitstream� A
corresponding BCC decoder is shown in Fig� 
� It gener�
ates a multi�channel audio signal given the mono audio
signal and the BCC bitstream� The aim is that the syn�

thesized multi�channel audio signal is perceptually simi�
lar to the original multi�channel signal� Obviously	 such
a scheme can be applied to audio compression� In this
paper	 we show how conventional mono audio coders can
be enhanced with BCC for coding of stereo and multi�
channel audio signals� There is only little overhead com�
pared to the bitrate of the mono audio coder alone�
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� A BCC decoder with multi�channel audio output�

The most obvious way for coding of stereo and multi�
channel audio signals is to apply a mono audio coder
independently to each channel� However	 then the bit�
rate scales linearly with the number of channels� Also	
the signal and the quantization noise are in many cases
perceptually not located at the same direction� There�
fore	 the binaural masking level di�erence �BMLD ���
needs to be considered� BMLD results in less masking
of quantization noise so that the bitrate increases�

Perceptual audio coders such as MPEG�
 AAC �� and
PAC ��� commonly apply two joint channel coding tech�
niques for reducing the bitrate� �� Sum�Di�erence
�S�D coding ��� is used to reduce the redundancy be�
tween pairs of channels �e�g� left and right�� With S�D
coding the sum and di�erence of left and right are en�
coded instead of the left and right signals� Given the
decoded sum and di�erence signals	 the decoder can re�
cover the left and right signals� Most audio coders de�
cide adaptively in time	 for each frequency band indepen�
dently	 whether to use S�D coding or not� S�D coding
is used whenever it requires less bits than encoding left
and right independently� �� Intensity Stereo ��� as used
in MPEG�
 AAC �� transmits for each coding band of
the high frequencies only the sum signal along with a
scalar representing the energy distribution among chan�
nels� The time�frequency resolution of intensity stereo is
the same as for the audio coder�s coding bands� There�
fore	 the time�frequency resolution for intensity stereo is
not optimized for spatial perception ���� Additionally	
the �lterbanks used in audio coders are critically sam�
pled and spectral modi�cations that are carried out for
intensity stereo can lead to aliasing artifacts ���� Because
of these limitations	 intensity stereo is mostly suitable for
non�transparent audio coding and is applied mainly at
high frequencies� Even when both of these techniques
are applied	 the bitrate for coding of stereo and multi�
channel audio signals is still signi�cantly higher than the
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bitrate for encoding a mono audio signal� The presented
scheme based on BCC is able to encode such signals at a
total bitrate close to the bitrate for encoding mono audio
signals�

In Section 
 it is described how conventional mono au�
dio coders are enhanced with a BCC encoder and BCC
decoder for coding of stereo and multi�channel audio sig�
nals� Section � describes the implementation of the BCC
encoder that is used for the proposed audio compression
scheme� The corresponding BCC decoder is described
in Section � Results from several subjective tests com�
paring conventional audio coders with BCC enhanced
coders are presented in Section �� Conclusions are drawn
in Section ��

� BINAURAL CUE CODING FOR AUDIO

COMPRESSION

Conventional mono audio coders can be enhanced with
BCC for encoding stereo or multi�channel audio signals�
A BCC enhanced mono audio encoder is shown in Fig� ��
The sum signal of all input channels is encoded with
the mono audio encoder resulting in an audio bitstream�
Many stereo or multi�channel audio signals are mono
compatible	 i�e� summation of the channels results in
a high quality mono audio signal� The BCC encoder
analyzes the multi�channel input signal and generates a
BCC bitstream� The bitstream combiner merges both
bitstreams to one combined bitstream�

Similarly	 the mono audio decoder is enhanced with BCC
as shown in Fig� � The combined bitstream is separated
resulting in the audio bitstream and BCC bitstream�
The mono audio decoder decodes the audio bitstream�
The resulting mono audio signal and the BCC bitstream
are the inputs of the BCC decoder which generates an
output multi�channel audio signal aiming to be percep�
tually the same as the original multi�channel signal�

� BCC ENCODER IMPLEMENTATION

The scheme of the BCC encoder that is used is shown
in Fig� �� First	 the C audio input channels are con�
verted to a spectral domain with a DFT�based trans�
form with overlapping windows �TF transform in Fig� ���
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audio signal�

The resulting uniform spectrum is divided into B non�
overlapping partitions with index b� Each partition has
a bandwidth proportional to the Equivalent Rectangu

lar Bandwidth �ERB ���� The inter
channel level di�er

ences �ICLD and inter
channel time di�erences �ICTD
are estimated for each partition for each frame k� The
ICLD and ICTD are quantized and coded resulting in
the BCC bitstream� The following sections describe the
scheme of Fig� � in detail�

��� The Time�Frequency Transform

The same time�frequency transform is used for the BCC
encoder and BCC decoder� In order to generate several
audio channels in the BCC decoder	 with speci�c ICLD
and ICTD between pairs of channels	 we need to be able
to modify the level of audio signals and introduce delays
adaptively in frequency and time� Therefore	 the goal is
to have a spectral domain in which it is possible to apply
level modi�cations	 positive and negative time�shifts	 or
more generally speaking	 �ltering in a time�varying fash�
ion	 to the underlying audio signal�

We will now show how a DFT can meet these require�

ments� A DFT is used on a frame basis� The time index
k is the frame number that enumerates the applied DFT
transforms in time� The implementation of positive and
negative time�shifts is described in the following� When
W samples s�	 � � �	 sW�� are transformed by a DFT to
a complex spectral domain	 Sn �� � n � W �	 a circular
time shift of d time�domain samples is obtained by mod�
ifying the W spectral values by �Sn � Sn exp��j ��ndW

��
However	 time�domain aliasing occurs due to the circu�
lar time shift within the frame� To achieve a time shift
without time�domain aliasing the samples s�	 � � �	 sW��
are padded with Z zeros at the beginning and the end of
each frame and a DFT of size N � 
Z�W is used� The
signal is processed frame�wise with such a zero�padded
DFT	 with W samples time advance between the DFTs	
such that perfect reconstruction with an inverse DFT is
achieved if the spectrum is not modi�ed� A time shift
within the range d � ��Z�Z� is implemented by modify�
ing the resulting N spectral coe�cients according to

�Sn � Sn exp��j

�nd

N
� � ���

More generally speaking	 the underlying signal can be
�ltered by multiplication of its frequency response Sn
with the frequency response Hn of a �lter	

�Sn � SnHn � �
�

As long as the �lter�s impulse response satis�es

h�l� � � for jlj � Z � ���

no aliasing occurs� Obviously	 not only time�shifts can
be implemented by �ltering but also level modi�cations�
The described procedure is very similar to the overlap

add convolution method using DFT ����	 only that the
�lter does not need to be causal�

The described scheme works perfectly as long as the
spectral modi�cation is not varied over time k� When
d varies over time the transitions have to be smoothed
by using overlapping windows for the analysis transform�
A frame of N samples is multiplied with an analysis win�
dow before an N �point DFT is applied� We use the fol�
lowing analysis window which includes zero padding at
the beginning and at the end	

wa�i� �

��
�

� for � � i � Z �
N � Z � i � N

sin�� �i�Z��W � for Z � i � Z �W �

��

where Z is the width of the zero region before and after
the non�zero part of the window� Figure � shows the
described analysis window schematically� The non�zero
window span is W and the size of the transform is N �

Z �W � Adjacent windows are overlapping and shifted
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Z W Z

1

Fig� �� Analysis window� The time�span of the window
is shorter than the DFT length N such that non�circular
time�shifts within the range ��Z�Z� are possible�

by W�
 samples� The analysis window was chosen such
that the overlapping windows add up to a constant value
of one� Therefore	 for synthesis in the decoder there is
no need for additional windowing� A plain inverse DFT
of size N with time advance of successive frames of W�

samples is used�

Commonly used time�frequency transforms such as the
MDCT ���� use windowing for analysis and synthesis	
e�g� a sine window� The condition for perfect recon�
struction is that the overlapping analysis windows mul�
tiplied by the synthesis windows add up to a constant
value of one� We are using windowing only for the anal�
ysis transform and choose the analysis window such that
the overlapping windows add up to a constant value of
one� When modifying the spectrum of the sum signal in
the decoder	 such as to impose a time shift	 not only the
underlying signal is shifted but also the imposed analysis
window� Therefore	 in the case when a synthesis window
is used	 the synthesis window does not match anymore
the analysis window	 resulting in distortions in the recon�
structed signal� By not using a synthesis window these
distortions are avoided�

The uniformly spaced spectral coe�cients Sn �� � n �
N�
� are divided into B non�overlapping partitions such
that each partition has a bandwidth proportional to the
Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth �ERB ���� Only the
�rst N�
 � � spectral coe�cients of the spectrum are
considered because the remaining coe�cients are sym�
metric to these and therefore redundant� We found that
the frequency resolution was high enough when choosing
the bandwidth of each partition equal to two ERB� The
indices of the DFT coe�cients which belong to partition
b are n � fAb���Ab�� � �� � � � �Ab � �g with A� � ��
Figure � shows how the spectrum is divided into B par�
titions�

For our experiments we used W � ���	 Z � �	 and
N � ��
 for a sample rate of �
 kHz� Table � shows
the partition boundaries Ab� The minimum size of one
partition was limited to � spectral coe�cients resulting

A� � A� �� A�� �� A�� 

�
A� � A� 
 A�� �� A�� 
��
A� � A� �
 A�� ��� A�� ��
A	 � A
 
 A�	 �� A�
 
�
A� �� A� � A�� ��� A�� ���

Table �� The partition boundaries Ab �� � b � B� for the

case of a partitionwidth of two ERB�N � ��	
� and a sample

rate of fs � �	 kHz�

A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 AB
...

0 π FREQUENCY

PARTITION 
BOUNDARIES

Fig� �� The uniformly spaced spectral coe�cients are
grouped into partitions which are approximately two
ERB wide�

in B � ���

��� De�nition of ICLD and ICTD for Multiple

Channels

In the general case of C playback channels the ICLD and
ICTD are given for each channel relative to a reference
channel� Without loss of generality	 channel number �
is de�ned as the reference channel� Figure � shows how
ICLD and ICTD are de�ned between the reference chan�
nel and each other channel for the bth partition� For
example	 f�Lib� �ibg are the ICLD and ICTD between
channel � and channel i� � for the bth partition�

��� ICLD and ICTD Estimation

First	 for each of the audio channels � � c � C the power
within each partition � � b � B is estimated	

P c
b �

Ab��X
nAb��

jScnj
� � ���

where Scn are the spectral coe�cients of audio channel c�
The estimated ICLD in dB between channel c and the
reference channel � for partition b is	

�Lc���b � �� log���
P c
b

P �
b

� � ���

At this point	 the low complexity implementation of
BCC presented in this paper does not estimate ICTD�
An ICLD and ICTD estimation algorithm based on a
cochlear �lterbank was presented in ��
��

��� Quantization and Coding of ICLD and ICTD

The ICLD and ICTD ��Li�b	 �i�b� are quantized with
a uniform quantizer curve as shown in Fig� �� An odd
number of quantizer levels Q is used such that the quan�
tizer levels are symmetric with respect to zero� The
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Fig� �� A uniform quantizer with Q levels and a limited range

��a� a is used for quantizing the ICLD and ICTD�

perceptually motivated range limits �a for ICLD are
�Lmax � ��� dB and for ICTD �max � ����s� The
quantizer indices are obtained by

Ii�b � b
�Li�b�Q� ��


�Lmax
�

�



c�

Q� �




Ji�b � b
�i�b�Q� ��


�max
�

�



c �

Q� �



� ���

The o�set Q��
� is added in order that the range of the

quantizer indices is f�� �� � � � �Q� �g� In order to reduce
the bitrate an entropy coder is used for encoding quan�
tizer index di�erences�

For the experiments reported here we used Q � ���
There are 
fs�W input spectra per second� Thus	 for
each pair of audio channels there are 
Bfs�W ICLD and
ICTD to be encoded� For the speci�c parameters we are
using �as speci�ed above� this results in ���� ICLD and
ICTD to be encoded per second� The resulting average
bitrate for ICLD or ICTD for one channel pair of the en�
tropy coded quantizer indices is approximately � kbit�s�
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Fig� ��� Implementation of the BCC decoder�

� BCC DECODER IMPLEMENTATION

Figure �� shows the scheme of the BCC decoder that is
used� First	 the mono audio input signal is converted to
the same spectral domain as is used for the BCC encoder
�Section ����� The BCC bitstream is decoded resulting in
the quantized ICLD and ICTD ���Li�b	 ��i�b�� Given the
spectrally decomposed mono audio input signal and the
quantized ICLD and ICTD	 the spatial synthesis gener�
ates the spectral representations of the C output audio
channels� These are converted back to the time domain�
The switch shown in Fig� �� with positions � and 
 has
the following purpose� when in position � �as shown� the
ICTD given from the BCC bitstream are synthesized�
In case the switch is in position 
	 ICTD are synthe�
sized proportionally to the ICLD with a factor of �q�
In the latter case	 there is no need for transmitting the
ICTD	 thus the bitrate of the BCC bitstream is reduced
to about one half� The factor is chosen to be �q such
that positive values of q result in ICTD shifting the phan�
tom image in the same direction as the given ICLD� The
following sections describe the functionality of Fig� �� in
detail�

��� ICLD and ICTD Decoding

The BCC bitstream is decoded resulting in the quantizer
indices Ii�b and Ji�b� The quantized ICLD and ICTD are
obtained from the quantizer indices ��� by

��Li�b �

�Lmax
Q� �

�Ii�b �
Q� �



�

��i�b �

�max
Q� �

�Ji�b �
Q� �



� � ���

��� Spatial Synthesis

Given the spectral coe�cients �Sn of the mono sum sig�
nal	 the spectral coe�cients �Scn for each channel c are
obtained by

�Scn � F c
nG

c
n
�Sn � ���
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where F c
n is a positive real number determining a level

modi�cation for each spectral coe�cient n and Gc
n is a

complex number of magnitude one determining a phase
modi�cation for each spectral coe�cient� The following
two paragraphs describe how F c

n and Gc
n are obtained

given f��Lcb� ��cbg�

Determining the Level Modi�cation for Each

Channel The factors F c
n for channel c � � are com�

puted	 for each spectral coe�cient within a partition b
�Ab�� � n � Ab�	 given ��Lc���b	

F c
n � ����

�Lc���b ����F �
n � ����

The factors F c
n for the reference channel � are computed

such that the sum of the power of all channels is the
same as the power of the mono signal for each partition�

F �
n � ��

vuut� �
C��X
i�

����Lib��� � ����

Before applying ���	 F c
n is smoothed at the partition

boundaries to reduce frequency aliasing artifacts�

Determining the Phase Modi�cation for Each

Channel The complex factors Gc
n for channel c � �

are computed	 for each spectral coe�cient within a par�
tition b �Ab�� � n � Ab�	 given ��c���b	

Gc
n � exp��j


�n��c���b � �b
N

� � ��
�

where �b is the delay which is introduced into reference
channel �	

�b � � max
��i�C

��ib � min
��i�C

��ib��


G�
n � exp��j


�n�b

N

� � ����

The delay for the reference channel �b as computed in
���� results in a maximum absolute delay introduced to
any channel in a speci�c partition that is minimal� Fig�
ure �� shows an example of arg�Gc

n� for synthesizing three
di�erent delays in � partitions of one audio channel c�

� RESULTS

We compared BCC enhanced mono audio coders with
conventional stereo audio coders at various bitrates�
Each conventional stereo audio coder was compared with
a BCC scheme that used the same audio coder for en�
coding the mono sum signal� For that purpose we used
PAC and MP� �MPEG�� Layer III ������ The MP� en�
coder used is incorporated into Apple�s iTools program
�by Fraunhofer Institute�� The rows in Table 
 show the

0

PARTITION b

n

AbAb-1

arg[G  ]
c
n

Fig� ��� The phase of Gcn for the synthesis of ICTDs as

delays�

Coder Bitrate for Bitrate for

Stereo BCC Based Coder

PAC ��� � kbit�s �
� �
 � � kbit�s
PAC ��� �� kbit�s �
� �
 � � kbit�s
MP� �� � kbit�s ��� �
 � � kbit�s

Table 
� The coders and bitrates for the three subjective

tests conducted� The numbers ����� denote the �ve di�erent

coding con�gurations�

bitrates of the audio coders for encoding the stereo sig�
nals and the mono signals when used with BCC� The
bitrates of the BCC schemes are shown as the sum of
the mono audio coder bitrate and the BCC bitstream
bitrate� The mono audio coder bitrate is chosen lower
than the bitrate for stereo because for the same level of
distortion and audio bandwidth less bits are needed to
encode the mono� For PAC we chose a sampling rate of
�
 kHz and an audio bandwidth of ���� kHz� The pa�
rameters for the MP� encoder were chosen as shown in
Fig� �
 for a bitrate of � kbit�s for stereo and �
 kbit�s
for mono when used with BCC� For PAC and MP� we
chose the �xed bitrate encoding mode�

For a lower bitrate of the BCC bitstream	 only ICLD
are used as spatial cues� The switch in the BCC decoder
�Fig� ��� is set to position 
 with a ICLD�to�ICTD scal�
ing factor of q � ��� � ���� s�dB� With an ICLD range
of ��� dB this results in an ICTD range of ���� �s�
Informal listening revealed that for headphone playback
q � ��� � ���� s�dB delivers improved quality over the
case of only synthesizing ICLD �q � ��� However	 for
loudspeaker playback q has very little impact on the per�
ception of the sound�

For each of the tests we chose the same � music clips�
Each of these clips has a pronounced wide spatial im�
age� BCC is challenged by a wide spatial image in
the sense that it needs to perceptually separate audio
sources� Also	 for the conventional stereo audio coder a
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Fig� �
� The MP� encoder was used with the options shown

for a bitrate of 
� kbit�s for stereo and �	 kbit�s for mono

when used with BCC�
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Fig� ��� Relative grading of the BCC based coder operating

at a bitrate of �	 � � kbit�s versus stereo PAC at �
 kbit�s

�BCC is better than PAC for positive gradings� �� slightly

better� 	� better� �� much better��

wide spatial image is challenging because the redundancy
between the channels is small in that case resulting in a
high bit demand� Di�erent kinds of music signals such
as Jazz	 Rock	 and percussive music were selected� Four
of the clips were used as training items and ten as test
items� The tests were carried out with a two loudspeaker
setup using high�end audio equipment with the listener�s
head located in the sweetspot� The type of test was a
blind triple�stimulus test �ITU�R Rec� BS���
�� ���� to
grade the quality di�erence with respect to a reference
using a seven�grade comparison scale� For each test ten
listeners were asked to participate� The ten listeners
were presented with triples of signals	 each of �
 s length
for each trial� The uncoded source signal �reference� was
presented �rst followed by the coded clips of the con�
ventional stereo audio coders and BCC based coders in
random order�
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Fig� �� Relative grading of the BCC based coder operating

at a bitrate of �	 � � kbit�s versus stereo PAC at �� kbit�s

�same grading scale as Fig� ����

Figures ��	 �	 and �� show the results of the three sub�
jective tests� Positive gradings correspond to preference
for the BCC based schemes� For every test	 the total
bitrate of the BCC based scheme was lower than the
bitrate of the stereo audio coder� For the average of
each test	 the BCC based scheme outperforms the stereo
audio coder despite its lower bitrate� It has to be noted
that the artifacts of the two coding schemes are quite
di�erent� The BCC based coder generally modi�es the
spatial image more	 while the conventional stereo audio
coders introduce more distortions� Concluding from the
test results	 the listeners have clearly preferred the case
of less distortions over the case of a modi�ed spatial im�
age�

Derived from the test results �Figs� ��	 �	 and ���	
Fig� �� shows qualitatively the subjective quality of each
coding con�guration that was used for the tests �the
same numbering as in Table 
 is used�� ��� Stereo PAC
� kbit�s	 �
� Stereo PAC �� kbit�s	 ��� BCC with mono
PAC �
 � � kbit�s	 �� Stereo MP� � kbit�s	 and ���
BCC with mono MP� �
 � � kbit�s� At bitrates high
enough for transparent or nearly transparent coding	 the
conventional coder is better since BCC can generally not
achieve transparency� The test results give an indica�
tion that for bitrates lower than about � kbit�s the
BCC based coding scheme has better quality than con�
ventional perceptual transform audio coders for stereo�
The lower the bitrate the more is the BCC based coding
scheme at an advantage�

The BCC decoder processes the mono audio signal and
the quantization noise introduced by the mono audio
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Fig� ��� At bitrates at which conventional perceptual trans�

form audio coders operate near a transparent quality these

are better than BCC based schemes� At lower bitrates BCC

enhanced coders are better on average�

coder identically� Therefore	 the audio signal and quanti�
zation noise are always perceptually located in the same
direction for each frequency� It is our experience that if
the signal and quantization noise are always perceptually
located at the same direction an independent perceptual
model ���� can determine the masked threshold for each
audio channel� In other words	 no BMLD needs to be
considered� An important consequence of this is that ex�
isting mono audio coders and speech coders can be used
to encode the sum signal without introducing unmasking
artifacts that would result from BMLD�

For the kinds of music signals chosen for the tests �Jazz	
Rock	 and percussive music�	 BCC generally provides a
very good quality of the spatial image� There are some
signals which BCC modi�es perceptually more than oth�

ers� Especially at this point BCC is not capable of re�
producing di�use phantom sources� Clips most a�ected
by this limitation are recordings with a high amount of
reverberation	 e�g� classical recordings in large concert
halls�

	 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented in detail schemes that apply Bin�
aural Cue Coding �BCC� to stereo and multi�channel
audio compression� A stereo or multi�channel audio sig�
nal is represented as the sum signal of all audio channels
and a BCC bitstream� The sum signal is encoded using
conventional audio coders or speech coders� The bitrate
of the BCC bitstream is very low compared to the bitrate
necessary for encoding the sum signal� Therefore	 stereo
and multi�channel audio signals are encoded with a bit�
rate nearly as low as encoding mono audio signals� The
scheme has low computational complexity and is suitable
for real�time implementation� A series of subjective tests
suggest that the BCC scheme presented provides better
quality at bitrates lower than about � kbit�s than tra�
ditional transform based perceptual audio coders� Infor�
mal listening revealed that the presented BCC scheme
performs also well for multi�channel audio compression�
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